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Abstract

This write-up reports our understanding of the MI8 8-GeV
transfer line lattice function, as of April 2000.  The
beamline optics was examined by analyzing 1-bump orbit
data.  Our best guess for the actual beamline lattice
function is based on the beam emittance fitting using the
available profile sigma data and the experimentally
verified optics.  The projected injection lattice function is
included at the end.
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Introduction
The data taken for the analysis of the 8 GeV transfer line lattice function

consisted of 1-bump data using dipoles MPØ2, HT800, HT802, and VT803.  Several
different settings for each of the correctors were used.  Both BPM data and Multiwire
profile data were taken and used for analysis.  In addition, by phase-locking BOOSTER
RF to that of Main Injector, the beam energy at BOOSTER extraction was varied such
that the beamline dispersion function can be studied.

BPM data
At each corrector setting BPM data from multiple beam cycles was collected

using console program R99.  The calculated mean of position and the RMS variation at
each BPM were recorded.

Multiwire profile data
Multiwire profile data was taken for both beam position and profile width

information.  Off-line Gaussian fit to the profile provides beam centroid information
that is used in the orbit analysis.  The profile sigma was used for beam width
propagation analysis, as well as initial lattice function analysis.

Magnet readings
The MI8 transfer line includes both conventional and permanent magnets.  Bulk

power supplies are used to power most of the conventional electro-magnets, i.e.
major bends and quadrupoles.  Current shunts are used to adjust each magnet to it
desired current.  The reading of both the bulk power supply and the shunts were
taken during study and used in the calculation to reproduce the corresponding beam
data.

Analysis and results

Calibration of MPØ2 and HT800
MW800 is located before any of the MI8 line quadrupoles.  Its position reading

can be used to calibrate the kick strength of MPØ2 in the vertical plane.  The same
works for HT800 in the horizontal plane, except with less accuracy due to much
shorter drift distance.  Figure 1 showed the vertical position data from MW800 as
function of MPØ2 voltages.  This implies a local transfer constant of 8.899 gauss/volt.
Figure 2 showed a similar plot for HT800 and implies a transfer constant of 31.204
gauss-meter/amp, for a zero-length dipole.
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Figure 1. Calculation of transfer constants using vertical plane multiwire profile of MW800.  The
beam position is plotted as a function of MPØ2 setting.

Figure 2. Calculation of transfer constants using horizontal plane multiwire profile of MW800.  The
beam position is plotted as a function of HT800 setting.
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Orbit
The 1-bump orbit data is used to verify the strength of quadrupoles in the

beamline.  Adjustments to the read magnet current are shown in figure 3.  This was
found necessary in order for the calculated orbit to match that of the measured data
orbit.  Shown in Figure 4, 5 , 6 and 7 are the comparisons of calculation with data,
using HT800, HT802, MPØ2, and VT803 respectively. Data and calculation as plotted
are color coded for each different trim current settings.  Circles are from BPM
readings and solid dots are from multiwire profile centroids.  In all cases the
agreements between data and expected orbit excursion are quite good.  All the
calculations shown were done using one single set of magnet currents which was used
for the subsequent lattice function analysis.

Figure 3. Magnet currents as read and as used by the analysis program.
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Figure 4. MI8 beamline horizontal plane orbit as result of different HT800 setting.

Figure 5. MI8 beamline horizontal plane orbit caused by HT802.
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Figure 6. MI8 beamline vertical plane orbit as caused by MPØ2.

Figure 7. MI8 beamline vertical plane orbit caused by VT803.

Dispersion function
With Booster phase lock on the beam energy into the MI8 line was controlled by

changing the Main Injector RF frequency at injection.  During study the Booster flat-
top beam energy was changed by about ±0.5!E-3.  In Figure!8 the measured dispersion
function is plotted along with the calculation in connected line. The agreement is
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quite good except in the vertical plane.  A more detailed study needs to be made to
certify the vertical dispersion function.

Figure 8. The horizontal and vertical plane dispersion function, measured BPM position data and as
calculated.  The connected line represents the calculation using the ∆p/p calculated according to
the measured RF frequency of the Main Injector the design phase slip factor at 8-GeV.

Profile sigma

The beam emittance and sp/p were fitted based on the above verified beam

optics which includes the dispersion function. Shown in Figure 9 and 10 are the profile
data and the corresponding calculation, using the fitted initial lattice function.
Shown in figure 11 are horizontal and vertical sigma from profile data taken in
multiple beam transfers.  With no more than four multiwires in the beam during each
transfer the down-stream profiles are expected to be less contaminated by the effect
of multiple scattering.
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Figure 9. Horizontal plane profile sigma as plotted against the calculation.  The top plot shows the
difference.

Figure 10. Vertical plane profile sigma plot.  Bottom plot shows the data as compared to the
calculated sigma and the top plot shows the differences.
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Figure 11. Sigma plot of both horizontal and vertical plane.  Green dots are data taken with all MI8
line multiwires in and blue dots are data taken with 4 multiwires in, at a time.

Figure 12. The initial lattice parameters used for calculation as shown in the window named
"Lattice Parameters."

Lattice
In order for the profile sigma propagation to fit the data the initial lattice

function, starting at Booster, had to be modified.  Figure 12 shows the initial lattice
parameters used for lattice calculation and the fitted emittances.  The use of
experimentally determined initial twiss parameters is justified in part because of  the
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optics up-stream of MI8 beamline was not directly verified.  This changes the
beamline line lattice function substantially.  Further effort is needed to justify the
initial condition used.  The projected injection lattice function into Main Injector is
shown in Figure 13 and 14.

Figure 13. The projected horizontal plane lattice function at injection into Main Injector.

Figure 14. The projected horizontal and vertical plane lattice function at injection into Main
Injector.

Miscellaneous

Multiwire
MW852 horizontal appears to be inverted in horizontal plane.


